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The Wirral mayor, Ann McLachlan came 

to visit us at the centre and officially  

open our little summer house (..shed)! 

Most of you will be aware the centre  

is only small and in order to meet the  

growing demand of members accessing 

the centre we had to expand; and a 

brand new shed seemed like a great  

idea, allowing us to fit in a new therapy  

room. The lady mayor loved our 

quirky style and was really impressed 

with the work we do to help those  

dealing with low mood and anxiety.

Do you want to gain some experience working in mental health? Or just want to give something back to 

your community? Why not get involved with our ‘Opening Doors Community Mental Health Training’.

The training consists of workshops, one to one and on site learning. Open to everybody with an interest 

in mental health, community work or the third sector, with no previous experience necessary. A fantastic 

opportunity to bolster your CV and gain real world experience. From this, there may also be opportunity to 

move into our team and mentor those undertaking our support.

If this is something that you are interested in please email info@theopendoorcentre.org

As some of you may be aware Strictly’s Shirley Ballas 

paid us a visit last month and we are excited to announce 

Shirley as our very first Charity Patron!

 
”I am so honoured to be the first Patron for ‘the  

Open Door’. It’s truly amazing and inspirational to see 

the amazing work that the charity does.  Mental Health 

is very close to my heart and I am delighted to be  

able to lend a helping hand to a charity based in  

my hometown”.

 

shirley ballas “i am so honoured to be the first patron for the open door”

want to get in involved? email info@theopendoorcentre.org

We have teamed up with ‘News From Neptune’ to bring you a very special  

opportunity to explore the possibilities of creativity in music. Over a three week initial course 

you will create a composition of your own and produce a recording, by learning how to... 

-  Create musical ideas             
             

           - 
Build an arrangement

-  Find your voice             
             

             
          - W

ork with other musicians

-  Combine chords in engaging ways             
 - Understand the structure of song

- Start writing lyrics             
             

             
    -  Develop a melody 

Some basic prior knowledge of your instrument of choice is necessary. You don’t have to sing if it’s not 

your thing, you can still learn loads of useful skills to help you compose expressively without words. 

song writing course

do you want to get involved with the open door centre ?

mentor training

the official opening of our summer house (...shed!)

the shed


